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Paradigm, is the The Molinaro Group’s latest and largest development, redefining the area known as
“Midtown Burlington”. Paradigm permitted the architect to push the envelope of design. The aesthetic looks
to the future. The first phase of the eventual 929 unit five tower community consists of two 20-storey towers
(189 units each) and one 24-storey tower (196 unit), organized around a central landscaped courtyard.

Externally, the architectural language speaks to a contemporary vernacular, with each tower having its own
distinct character. A character created by the composition of contrasting colour and form, with cast in place
concrete balconies grouped in clusters defined by stacked black and white masonry patterned precast
concrete frames that are varied in scale and direction.

In addition to the innovative architectural design of Paradigm, the overall development is LEED Silver
accredited. The selection of low-emitting materials, green building practices and targeted use of
supplementary cementing materials, was essential in the design and construction process.
Construction of Tower A started in August of 2015, and the completion of all concrete in all three towers in
July 2018. Final occupancy of Tower 3 was in the winter of 2019. Dufferin Concrete delivered approximately
37,000 m³ of concrete for Phase 1 of this project.

Dufferin Concrete along with the project team of Molinaro Group participated in both, the planning stages
and on-site implementations of many challenges of this creative and unique design. The Port -Cochere is
designed to welcome arrival and departures. This structural element is composed of a 2.5 m thick suspended
transfer slab 4 storeys above grade, supported by 2 columns of 2.5 m square, bearing on a raft slab 2.5 m thick,
below grade. As this transfer slab carries an additional 20 storey above, concrete design strengths were in
excess of 70 MPa. This 600 m³pour was poured in February of 2017, using high range super plasticizers in
order to allow flowability through the extensive reinforcing steel configuration. Core temperatures were
monitored with a data logger and curing was adjusted based upon surface and core temperatures of this high
strength concrete.

Project Overview



There are 2 levels of below grade parking for all three buildings and another three levels of above grade
parking was incorporated into the north side of the towers. As the location of the project is beside the
Burlington Go Station and along the railway tracks, a “crash wall” was incorporated into the design of
the overall structure. This wall runs the entire length of the north side of the property line. The wall is
1.2 m thick and 10 m high, and is required in case of a train derailment. This wall is designed to stop a
derailed train going at a speed of 80 km/h.

Accelerated mixes were to assist with forming and loading requirements in order to meet the schedule
during winter months. Varying percentages of supplementary cementing materials were incorporated
at the request of the developer to help achieve LEED accreditation. Also included in the parking
structure was the use of corrosion inhibitors to chemically inhibit the corrosive action of chlorides and
protect the reinforcing steel.

Concrete strengths ranged from 25 MPa to 60 MPa with test results reaching as high as 70 MPa.
The fourth floor is predominantly dedicated to 25,000 ft² of amenity space which includes games
rooms, half court gym, fitness centre, indoor pool, spa, saunas, theatres, guest suites and multiple party
rooms. The amenity space extends to a 30,000 ft² outdoor oasis including lounge terraces, BBQs and
outdoor fitness track.

Paradigm and the Molinaro Group has made a profound statement on the Burlington skyline. This
development will become an identifiable and memorable creation, a timeless piece of architecture that
will define “Midtown Burlington”.


